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WHAT IS AV (AUDIO VISUAL)? 

 Images: stills/video/captions/graphics 

 Sound: music/voice/sound effects 

Coupled creatively 

with  



THE BASICS OF AV 
Slide 
• Image(s) 
• Text 
• Video 
• Graphics 

Slide 
transition 

effect 

Audio 
• Music 
• Effects 
• Speech 

Timeline 



WHY AV? 
 AVs are a great way to show your images to 

yourself, family and friends 

 Can be used for holidays, short trips, family events 
or just some nice pictures 

 Images do not have to be competition winners 

 Music and other sound effects can significantly add 
to the enjoyment of the images 

 Simple AVs are easy to produce and are often a 
better way to show your pictures than albums, 
photobooks or images on your smartphone 

 AVs can be formatted for any output media-TV, PC, 
tablet, web, u-tube, Facebook 

 



AV PROGRAMMES  

 Most common in SPS (Windows only) 

 Proshow Gold (www.photodex.com) 

 ~£45 download 

  Pictures to exe (www.wnsoft.com/picturestoexe) 

 ~£45 download – essentials version 

 Can use many others  

 Some free software provides good basic functions 

 MAC’s have alternative options 

http://www.photodex.com/
http://www.wnsoft.com/picturestoexe


PLANNING YOUR AV 

 If part of holiday or family event think about taking 
a few scene setting images at the time 
 Place names and/or iconic sights 

 Dramatic opening/closing slides  

 Make it interesting for others 
 Set the scene 

 Try to create story for viewers 

 Avoid cliches or self evident comments 

 Not too long (between 5 and no more than 25 min) 

 Can get lots of useful (often copyright free) 
additional information (maps/graphics) off internet  

 Music and sound can make the AV 
 If abroad buy local music  

 Buy selected tracks off i-tunes 

 Get free or buy sound effects from web 



COPYRIGHT 

 Copyright of music or other material used in your 
AV is a minefield 

 Unlikely to be a problem if used for family or 
strictly private purposes but be very careful if AV 
used for public or quasi commercial purpose 

 Can use copyright free sites for music as long as 
not for commercial use 

 Institute of Amateur Cinematographers has lots 
of useful information including a licence (£8) 
which helps to protect you  

www.theiac.org.uk 

http://www.theiac.org.uk/


BASIC APPOACH 

 Work out a rough outline for your AV e.g. 
 What theme 
 How many and which slides 
 Slide/show durations 
 Can also insert video clips  

 Load images/video into AV programme in correct 
sequence - adjust as necessary 

 Decide on transitions and other effects 
 Add intro and ending slides plus text where 

necessary 
 Add music matched to slides and transitions 
 Once slide show finished leave a for a few days 

and then review to check  
 Transitions  
 Music sync 
 Does the story work overall  



PREPARING IMAGES 

 Best to use lowish resolution jpeg since reduces file 
size and thus AV processing time 

 Think about final output aspect ratio 
 Ideally pixel resolution should match screen size of 

TV/monitor/projector 
 Higher pixels will work but AV file size higher 
 Most TVs now 16/9 (1366x768 pixels) 
 Society projector 4/3 (1400x 1050 pixels) 

 Can use different colour backgrounds adjusted 
for aspect ratio but be careful about edges- if in 
doubt use black as background 

 Can sometimes help to have coloured outline 
and/or vignette to images 



IMPORTING AND ORDERING IMAGES 

 Simply drag and drop from file palette 

 Can insert all slides in folder in one go 

 Can move slides by drag and drop or right click 

 Can also add blank slides for captions etc 

 Can add video clips 

 Once slides in timeline at any time can: 
 Change default time of slides or transitions 

 Check length of show and number of slides/music tracks 

 Play show so far to check 

 Review/modify slides/transitions* 

 Etc 



SLIDE OPTIONS 

  A wide range of options for individual slides 
 Slide 

 Styles 
 Slide settings 
 Slide background 

 Layers 
 Layer settings 
 Video settings 
 Editing 

 Effects- Pan/zoom/rotate 
 Captions 
 Slide transitions 
 Sounds 

CARE: use slide effects with restraint 



USE OF LAYERS 

 Layers allows you to create your own special 
effects 

 Similar principle to Photoshop but can separately 
control effects for each layer within slide 

 Order of layers can be rearranged 

 Can colourise (monochrome) slides for extra 
effect 

 Can copy and paste multiple layer slides to help 
effects 

 Your imagination can create whatever effect you 
want but use with care 

Double click slide in timeline to open 
options window/layers 



A FEW PSG TIPS 

 Often best to start with a blank side before intro – allows 
adjustment time for audience 

 Right click on text colour/font/slide outline colour etc allows 
you to copy effect onto other slides or whole show 

 Normally use cross fade between slides but sometimes cut 
better 

 For panning start with static slide and then cut to the pan slide 

 For text reveal in stages - use same slide with text unclicked and 
cut between slides 

 For voice-over on specific slides can suppress background 
music to varying degrees 

 Can cross fade between mono and colour version of same slide 
to add creative effect 

 



ADDING AUDIO 

 Music or other audio adds greatly to the show 

 Can use music from any digital source.  Also 
can often find (or buy) sound effects/news clips 
on line 

 Needs some practice to achieve good alignment 
with slide transitions 

 Can easily edit track to align with images: 

 Change start/finish point of track 

 Move track to better align with images 

 Fade in and out 

 Make louder or softer 

 Can run sound clips over music 

 



SAVING OUTPUT 

 Save show in folder 
 Output options allows you to set different format 

and quality e.g. for projector and TV 
 “Create output” brings up lots of options- most 

common: 
 Exe file- runs on pc without programme 
 DVD/CD for TV  

 Clicking on file size bar allows you to toggle 
through different options to see size 

 Can set up different background when show loads 
 
 



Are you persuaded?  


